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Contemporary Soul with a Classic Feel. This is Feel Good music that's Instantly Familiar. 12 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Soul, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: NEW BIRTH n [New Life, Second Wind,

Re-genesis, Renewal, Renaissance, Resurrection, Redemption] The Timeless Classics: "Dream

Merchant," "It's Been A Long Time," "I Can Understand It," "It's Impossible," "Wildflower". The list goes

on. The Story: The ever soulful and timeless New Birth has continually maintained a strong presence in

today's musical market as evidenced by the repeated use of their music. Either as re-makes or as

samples, their music and musical style has experienced a resurgence. This new album is classic New

Birth for today's market. You can dance to this music, drive to this music and make love to this music

because this is real music and we all know that real music makes us feel good. Today's New Birth

consists of the nucleus of the New Birth sound. Brother's Leslie and Melvin Wilson (lead singer and 2nd

lead singer/writer/producer respectively) have reformed the group and are happily back to doing what

they do best... making and performing the music we all love to hear. Having been in the music business

for so many years, Melvin and Leslie have seen their share of coming and going. The thing that makes

New Birth extraordinary is the classic, timeless beauty of the songs they perform and the memories they

evoke in people. Music has always been New Birth's first love, and that's why they put a special effort into

everything they do. It's all about the audience. It is almost impossible to count the times that fans have

approached Melvin and Leslie to let them know what their music has meant to them, how it has become a

marker in their lives, a first kiss, a first love, the birth of a child and so much more. To them, this is the real

reason they continue to bring New Birth to the people... it makes them feel good to make us feel good.

"Although it's been an up and down road, I wouldn't have missed a minute of it," Melvin reflects. "New

Birth will never stop." Make sure you check out our website at thenewbirth.com. We always love to hear

from you.
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